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Experience from data providers in using 

transformation tools 

 
  

4 items- project NatureSDIplus: 

3 for Protected Sites and  

1 for Biogeographical region 



Oracle-sc 

V.10.2 

Geographic data 

Oracle 

V.10.2 

Meta data 

WEBGIS - CARTOWEBNET 

Image web server 

Planetek 

 raster data 

Map server 

 free OGC application server 

vector data 



Starting Situation  
Oracle Spatial database with the following features (tables): 

 Sites of Community Importance:  SIC  

 Special Protection Areas: ZPS  

 Regional Protected Areas: AP  

 

The table ZPS had the following fields: 

•ID (varchar) : id of the area (PK) 

•NOME (varchar) : name of the area 

•GEOMETRY (sdo_geometry): geometry of the area  

Transformation 



Target 
GML file conforming to the  INSPIRE Application 

Schema:  Protected Sites “simple ”mode. 

  



Schema transformation 

The tools used to carry out the schema 

mapping: 

 

SafeSoftware FME: ETL extraction,transformation, 

load  

 

Altova Mapforce: graphical data mapping, 

conversion, and integration tool that maps data between 

any combination of XML 

 



FME 
 We used FME to actually perform the transformation of the 

data.  

 

 FME is an ETL tool that allows the transformation of data 

from various formats and the definition of complex 

operations on the data.  

 

 An FME workbench has been setup to execute the 

transformation from the source data to a temporary GML.  



FME 

 FME: Oracle SC ->  GML 3.1.1. non Standard INSPIRE 

 

 

 Altova Mapforce: GML 3.1.1. non Standard INSPIRE -> 

GML 3.2.1. Standard INSPIRE 



FME Workbench 



Input 

Oracle view 

V_PS_PROTECTED_SITES 



Join 
Join to compose the site 

classification and site 

designation of type 1:M (create 

a list of classification and 

designation as children of each 

Protected Site) 



AttributeRenamer 
Attribute renaming to the INSPIRE specification. 



CRS Conversion 

From the national 

Gaus-Boaga system 

(MonteMario_1.Italy-

1_GRID) to ETRF89 

(EPSG:4258) using 

official IGM grid files 

to guarantee the 

highest level of 

precision 



Output 
 

Temporary GML 3.1.1 files 

 

IT.RLIG.60.gml, contains the “Special 

Protection Areas” dataset. 

IT.RLIG.623.gml, contains the “Sites 

of Community Importance” dataset. 

IT.RLIG.1400.gml, contains the 

“Regional Protected Areas” dataset 

PS.ProtectedSite.gml, contains all 

the 3 datasets. 

 

 



XSLT 

 FME 2010 is limited in the XML/GML support 

Does not allow the user to define a custom 
schema (xsd: specify the xml structure to 
read it ) for the output 

Does not support GML V 3.2.1 

The new version of FME (2011) supports the 3.2.1 
GML and allows complex transformations on the 
GML. So in the future it should be possible to 
implement the entire transformation using FME, 
without the need of developing an xslt. 



Mapforce 

We had to develop a XSLT to transform the 
3.1.1 GML generated by FME to a 3.2.1 
GMLwith the correct Application Schema 
(INSPIRE compliant).  

 

To develop the XSLT we used Altova 
Mapforce.  



Mapforce is a visual tool that allows user to visually define the mapping 

between different schemas and to perform the transformations.  



After defining the mapping rules Mapforce can generate an XSLT file that 

accomplish the transformation. 



FME + XSLT 
 In FME it’s possible to define a xml 

transformation to apply to the output 

GML(GML3.1.1. to GML3.2.1.) 

 

 

 So, after having developed the xslt, we 

have included the transformation in the 

FME workbench, in order to have a 

single auto-consistent tool to generate 

the INSPIRE GML3.2.1. file.  



GML 
 The result of the transformation are the following 

GML files: 

 
 IT.RLIG.60.gml, contains the “Special Protection Areas” dataset. 

 IT.RLIG.623.gml, contains the “Sites of Community Importance” 
dataset. 

 IT.RLIG.1400.gml, contains the “Regional Protected Areas” 
dataset 

 PS.ProtectedSite.gml, contains all the 3 datasets. 

 

 The files are published at the following address: 

 http://www.cartografiarl.regione.liguria.it/InspireData/ 
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OGC Services 

OGC web services (WMS/WFS/CSW) have 

been set up using deegree3 

 deegree is a geospatial application server with 

implementations of OGC Web Services.  

 It is open source, Java , standards-compliant 

(OGC, ISO).  

 The latest version (deegree3) comes with a 

preconfigured setup for implementing INSPIRE 

View (WMS) and Download (WFS) Services for 

all Annex I data themes.  



deegree3 inspireNode 

GML3.2.1 



OGC Services: configuration 

 The WFS and CSW configuration is straightforward as 
long as the data loaded in the feature store is a valid 
INSPIRE GML (i.e. the GML conforms to an INSPIRE 
Application Schema) or a valid metadata. 

 The WMS service has been configured as follows:  

 4 WMS layers have been defined: 
 The first layer corresponds to the INSPIRE theme 

“ProtectedSite” and represent the entire Dataset. This layer is 
styled using the INSPIRE specifications  

 The other 3 layers correspond to the original 3 datasets (SIC, 
ZPS e AP). The styles for these layer use the default styles 
defined in the metadata repository of Regione Liguria. 



Thank you! 
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